Forming new knowledge based on knowledge established through prior learning is a central feature of higher cognition that is captured in research on stimulus equivalence (SE). Numerous SE investigations show that reinforcing behavior under control of distinct sets of arbitrary conditional relations gives rise to stimulus control by new, derived relations. This investigation examined whether frontal-subcortical and frontal-parietal networks known to support reinforced conditional relations also support derived conditional relations. Twelve adult subjects completed matching-to-sample (MTS) training with correct/wrong feedback to establish four trained conditional relations within two distinct, threemember stimulus classes: (1) A1RB1, B1RC1 and (2) A2RB2, B2RC2. Afterwards, functional neuroimaging was performed when MTS trials were presented involving matching two identical circles (a sensorimotor control condition), trained relations (ARB, BRC), and derived relations: symmetry (BRA, CRB), transitivity (ARC), and equivalence (CRA). Conditional responding to trained and derived relations was similarly correlated with bilateral activation in the targeted networks. Comparing trained to derived relations, however, highlighted greater activation in several prefrontal regions, the caudate, thalamus, and putamen, which may represent the effects of extended training or feedback present during imaging. Each derived relation also evidenced a unique activation pattern. Collectively, the findings extend the role of frontal-subcortical and frontal-parietal networks to derived conditional relations and suggest that regional involvement varies with the type of derived conditional relation.
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Matching-to-sample (MTS) paradigms are commonly employed to investigate learning arbitrary conditional visual-visual relations. Training using a simultaneous MTS procedure, for example, involves presenting a sample stimulus (e.g., ''A1'') alongside two or more comparison stimuli (e.g., ''B1'' and ''B2''). To establish the arbitrary conditional stimulus relation A1RB1, choice of B1 in the presence of A1 produces reinforcement, whereas choice of B2 does not.
Basic and applied behavioral research on stimulus equivalence (SE) builds on conditional learning research in an important and innovative way. Baseline training employs reinforcement to establish several conditional or trained relations within separate stimulus classes, such as the following: Class 1 5 A1RB1 and B1RC1; Class 2 5 A2RB2 and B2RC2. Once a set of trained relations is established, stimuli are recombined and conditional responding is tested in a MTS format (e.g., with a C1 sample, A1 and A2 appear as comparisons). It has been consistently shown that a set of derived class-specific equivalence relations form among recombined stimuli as an outcome of the reinforcement contingencies (Sidman, 2000 ; but see Tonneau, Arreola, & Martinez, 2006 , regarding the necessity of reinforcement in this conception of SE). These derived relations are commonly known as symmetry (e.g., B1RA1; C1RB1), transitivity (e.g., A1RC1), and equivalence (e.g., C1RA1) (alternatively, Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001 , emphasize relational frames). Thus, the SE methodology provides an important window into the process of acquiring new knowledge derived from learned facts.
Many prominent behavior theories of psychopathology, concept formation, language, and human development are based on SE (Devany, Hayes, & Nelson, 1986; Friman, Hayes, & Wilson, 1998; Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001; Moerk, 1997; Plaud et al., 1998; Saunders, Drake, & Spradlin, 1999) . Perhaps most importantly, the SE framework Research and manuscript preparation were partly supported by NIH Grant R03 HD43178-01A1 awarded to the first author. Correspondence about this article may be addressed to Michael Schlund, Ph.D. Department of Behavioral Psychology, Kennedy Krieger Institute 707 N. Broadway, Baltimore MD 21205. 443-923-2850 . E-mail: schlund@kennedykrieger.org doi: 10.1901 /jeab.2007 JOURNAL OF THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR 2007, 87, 287-307 NUMBER 2 (MARCH) has provided clinicians a robust set of tools for developing a wide variety of deficit-specific clinical/educational interventions for individuals with cognitive dysfunction (Cowley, Green, & Braunling-McMorrow, 1992; Melchiori, de Souza, & de Rose, 2000; Saunders, O'Donnell, Vaidya, & Williams, 2003) . However, although much is known about SE behaviorally, our understanding of the supporting neurobiology is limited. Clarifying the functional-anatomical substrates of SE promises to contribute to neurophysiological research on conditional learning and higher cognitive functioning, as well as expand our understanding of equivalence-based clinical treatments. Numerous human and nonhuman neurophysiological studies on learning, memory (working, declarative, spatial, relational, recognition) , and transitive inference suggest conditional responding to trained and derived relations recruits a set of frontal-parietal and frontal-subcortical networks central to higher cognition (Acuna, Eliassen, Donoghue, & Sanes, 2002; Brasted & Wise, 2004; Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000; Elliott & Dolan, 1999; Grossman et al., 2002; Inase, Li, Takashima, & Iijima, 2001 ; Lepage, Brodeur, & Bourgouin, 2003; McDermott, Jones, Peterson, Lageman, & Roediger, 2000; Murray, Gaffen, & Mishkin, 1993; Opitz & Friederici, 2003; Porter, Koch, & Mair, 2001; Ricci et al., 1999; Schlund, Pace, & McGready, 2001; Schlund & Pace, 2000; Toni, Ramnani, Josephs, Ashburner, & Passingham, 2001) . Several anatomically distinct frontalsubcortical circuits exist, but the dorsolateral and ventrolateral frontal circuits are widely recognized as central to planning and execution of motor acts and nonmotor cognitive processes, such as attention, memory, and ''executive'' functions. These circuits project to the striatum (caudate and putamen), from there through the globus pallidus to specific thalamic nuclei, with a final link back to the frontal lobe. Prefrontal regions also have dense projections to premotor regions to facilitate and direct behavior. Within the prefrontal cortex, ventral portions receive vision-correlated input from the inferotemporal cortex, the neurons of which respond differentially based on the shape or color of visual stimuli. Importantly, disconnection from ventral prefrontal regions severely impairs acquisition and retention of arbitrary visual-motor, auditory-motor, and visual-visual relations (Bussey, Wise, & Murray, 2002; Eacott & Gaffan, 1992; Gaffan & Harrison, 1991) . In contrast, dorsal portions receive visual input from the inferior parietal cortex in the dorsal visual stream, enabling accurate hand and eye movements, as well as nonmotor behaviors, such as directing attention covertly without an overt response. Dorsal lesions also do not impair visual matching (Mishkin & Manning, 1978; Passingham, 1975) . Based on these functional-anatomical data, it is thought that the prefrontal cortex lies positioned at the top of the sensory and motor hierarchy for integrating stimuli, responses, and outcomes (Passingham, Toni, & Rushworth, 2000) , with ventral prefrontal cortex activity potentially reflecting incoming sensory information and dorsal prefrontal cortex activity reflecting operant behavior. Prefrontal activity and responding to conditionally related stimuli is also then modified (strengthened or weakened) based upon striatal activity to consequences.
In this investigation, our primary aim was to employ blood-oxygen-level dependent functional magnetic resonance imaging (BOLD fMRI) to examine whether conditional responding to trained and derived relations recruits frontal-subcortical and frontal-parietal networks during conventional SE testing. Results of a recent fMRI study conducted by Dickins et al. (2001) are relevant in this regard. BOLD fMRI was employed to examine whether brain activation correlated with presentation of derived relations in a MTS format also recruited brain regions implicated in language. During baseline training, trained relations were established using a multistage errorless training protocol in which stimuli were correctly paired together, and then over subsequent trial blocks additional distractor stimuli and feedback were introduced. Functional neuroimaging occurred while subjects completed MTS trials involving a sensorimotor control relation that required matching two asterisks, and trained, symmetry, transitive, and equivalence relations. During separate imaging runs, 15-s blocks of control trials alternated with 15-s blocks of one other type of relation (e.g., symmetry). Separate imaging analyses contrasted activation correlated with blocks of each derived relation with activation correlated with blocks of the control relation to isolate brain regions showing significantly sustained increases in BOLD fMRI signal (e.g., symmetry . control). Results most relevant to our initial question were those showing activation in inferior frontal (dorsolateral) and inferior parietal regions for both trained and derived relations. Moreover, in subcortical regions, caudate activation was observed across trained and derived relations and activation was noted in the thalamus for trained and equivalence relations. Analyses directly comparing trained and derived relations were not performed, however, leaving open questions regarding differences in the extent and magnitude of activation between trained and derived relations in our regions of interest.
The investigation of Dickins et al. (2001) is encouraging, but several procedural and analysis issues limit interpretations of results. Of most concern is that the results were based on pooling imaging data across subjects. Comparisons or contrasts between conditions that revealed significant differences in activation were based on variability between scans rather than variability between subjects-thus, 'subjects' was not treated as a random factor in the analysis, which is the conventional approach used in neuroimaging analyses. As a result, Dickins et al.'s inferences apply only to the sample studied rather than the population from which the sample was drawn. A second concern is that the results were based on analyses of 15-s blocks of time that contained multiple MTS trials. Such block analyses are statistically powerful and not uncommon in neuroimaging research, but results reflect sustained BOLD signal during the 15-s period, which misses phasic event-correlated activity for particular critical events, such as choice of the correct comparison. The activation Dickins et al. reported reflects varying numbers of presentations of sample and comparison stimuli, visual search among comparisons, choice responding, intertrial intervals, and incomplete trials. Despite these limitations, the approach of Dickins et al. serves as a good reference point for further attempts to integrate SE MTS procedures with BOLD fMRI. To build on this effort, the second aim of this investigation was to employ conventional random-effects fMRI analyses that preserve individual subject effects. Block analyses of imaging data were omitted in favor of eventrelated analyses in which BOLD signal changes are correlated with the discrimination, and other, unrelated MTS events are ignored. Lastly, we examined the correspondence between group analyses and individual subject effects.
METHOD

Subjects
Twelve adult humans consented to participate (5 males and 7 females). All reported being between 18 and 50 years of age, righthanded, free of medications affecting the central or autonomic nervous system, and without a personal history of drug abuse, psychiatric disorder, or a psychiatric history in first-degree relatives. Eligible subjects were paid $10.00 per hr.
Apparatus
Training occurred on a color desktop computer with a MTS task programmed with Eprime software. Stimuli were black ASCII characters approximately 2.5 in high and wide. Subjects were trained individually in a small quiet room for a 2-hr session.
Procedure
The procedure included two steps: MTS baseline training and equivalence testing during neuroimaging. The following instructions were used during training and neuroimaging. Instructions were printed on the computer screen at the start of each session and initially read aloud by the experimenter:
This task is designed to help you learn 'relations' between different symbols. It will last [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] minutes and consists of many trials. During a trial, you will see a symbol printed on the left side of the screen. Moments later, you will see two more symbols appear on the right side of the screen (one located on the top and one on the bottom of the screen). When these symbols appear, you will have 4 s to make a choice. To make a choice: Press the top button (#1) if you believe the symbol on the left ''goes with'' the top symbol OR Press the bottom button(#2) if you believe the symbol on the left ''goes with'' the bottom symbol. After your choice, the computer will SOME-TIMES print ''Correct'' or ''Wrong.'' Another trial will then be presented. So, the goal is to learn whether the symbol on the left ''goes with'' or is ''related'' to the top symbol or the bottom symbol. Please note: On some trials the position of symbols will change and you will see a different arrangement of symbols. Just pay close attention to all the symbols that appear and you will do very well. Lastly, on some trials you will see a black circle on the left side of the screen and only one black circle on the right side of the screen. In this case there is only one choice to make, so you should simply select the black circle that appears. Be sure to remember what symbols go together!! Later you will complete a memory test. Ready to start?
MTS Baseline Training
Task. An MTS task with one sample stimulus and two comparison stimuli was employed during training and imaging. Figure 1A shows the six MTS stimuli used, and Figure 1B shows an MTS computer screen display. For clarity, we will refer to stimuli and stimulus relations using the letter-number combinations appearing in Figure 1A . Training was designed to establish four trained relations within two, three-member stimulus classes (A1RB1, B1RC1 and A2RB2, B2RC2). Each MTS trial consisted of presenting a sample stimulus followed 500 ms later by two comparison stimuli positioned vertically. The top-bottom position of comparison stimuli varied randomly across trials. Responding involved pressing button 1 on a keypad to select the top comparison and pressing button 2 on the keypad to select the bottom comparison. Responses were made using only the right hand. Throughout the investigation, the correct comparison stimulus was class-specific (e.g., given sample A1 choose comparison B1, not B2; B1 choose comparison C1, not C2), thus, the incorrect comparison stimulus was the correct comparison's corresponding cross-class equivalent. After MTS responding, the prompt ''Correct'' or ''Wrong'' appeared for 1 s, followed by a blank screen until the next trial.
Trials. Throughout the investigation, MTS trial durations also were varied between 5 s and 7 s (averaging 6 s). This variable trial duration, referred to as ''jittering'' the intertrial interval, is a conventional imaging design approach used to ensure that the fixed image acquisition rate begins at different points within MTS trials. Jitter eliminates sampling activation at the same time point on all MTS trials resulting in improved sampling of the hemodynamic response (e.g., Miezin, Maccotta, Ollinger, Petersen, & Buckner, 2000) MATCH control trials. Instructions were used to establish a matching response between a black sample circle and a single identical black comparison circle. Figure 1C shows a computer screen display for a MATCH control trial. MATCH trials served as a sensorimotor control relation, which does not involve a conditional discrimination, for evaluating increases in activation correlated with trained and derived relations, which involve conditional discriminations.
Phases. MTS baseline training consisted of three phases. Within each phase, sessions consisted of 25 trials. In phase 1, each session was divided into consecutive blocks of six A1RB1 trials, six A2RB2 trials, and eight intermixed trial types (Mixed AB). In addition, five MATCH control trials were interspersed randomly within the session. Training ended when percent correct matching reached 100% for the Mixed block and a minimum of two or a maximum of three sessions were completed. Phase 2 was identical to phase 1 but involved B1RC1, B2RC2, and Mixed BC trials. Due to a procedural error, the stability criteria were violated for subject 9 during phase 1 training and subject 10 during phase 2 training. However, matching during the Mixed block was 100% accurate in both cases. In phase 3, each session contained ten Mixed AB trials, ten Mixed BC trials, and five MATCH trials presented in a randomized order. Training continued until the overall percent correct matching exceeded 85% for two consecutive sessions and 100% correct matching occurred for both AB and BC trial types in the final session. Data in The Appendix show the order of baseline training sessions and percent correct matching per session for each subject.
Functional Neuroimaging During Equivalence Testing
Task. An event-related fMRI design was employed. During imaging, subjects completed an identical version of the MTS task used in the final phase of training. Twenty of each of the following trial types were presented: matching control trials (matching two circles), training trials with correct/wrong feedback (A1RB1, B1RC1, A2RB2, B2RC2), symmetry trials (B1RA1, C1RB1, B2RA2, C2RB2), transitivity trials (A1RC1, A2RC2), and equivalence trials (C1RA1, C2RA2). Instructions were identical to those used during baseline training.
Apparatus and parameters. Functional MRI images were obtained on a 3.0 T Philips MRI scanner. The MTS task was programmed with Eprime software. Instructions and stimuli were presented on a rear screen monitor viewed through a mirror anchored to a standard head coil. Subjects held a small box with two response buttons arranged vertically in their left hand and pressed response buttons with their right thumb. T 1 anatomical volume images were first collected for each subject using a MPRAGE sequence with a high-resolution isovoxel acquisition of 1.0 mm 3 . Functional MRI data were gathered using a single shot echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence for data acquisition. Parameters were a repetition time (TR) of 3 s, an estimation time (TE) of 30 ms, a 90 degree flip angle, 128 3 128 matrix size and field of view 24 cm, yielding voxels measuring 3 3 3 mm in plane. Using these parameters, 39 contiguous 3 mm thick sections were obtained angled parallel to the intercommissural line. The first three volumes were discarded to allow for equilibration effects.
Imaging analysis. Two criteria must have been met for a subject's imaging data to be included in the analysis: (a) head displacement in x, y, and z planes must not have exceeded 2 mm during each scan (assessed using visual inspection of realignment parameters), and (b) the percentage of correct responding for a relation must have exceeded 75%. Data from Subjects 1 and 4 were excluded from primary analyses because they failed to reach the 75% correct responding criterion. Functional EPI images were first reconstructed from k-space to image space for further processing. All preprocessing and data analysis were performed using statistical parametric mapping software, version 2 (SPM2; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). EPI images were slice-timing corrected to adjust for the lag between slices during each TR, corrected for head motion during scanning, and normalized to a standard template brain from the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) to get all participants into the same space . After coregistration and normalization, voxels were resampled with a 2 3 2 3 2 mm voxel size. EPI images then were spatially smoothed using a 6 mm full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. High pass filtering (1/ 120 HZ) also was applied to the time series of EPI images to remove the low frequency drift in EPI signal.
Hypothesis-driven regional analyses. The focus of imaging analyses was to identify voxels that showed significantly greater activation (.) in one condition relative to a second condition. These are referred to as 'contrasts' and were as follows:
MATCH (with derived consisting of pooling data from symmetry, transitivity, and equivalence relations), (f ) trained . derived, and (g) derived . trained.
To quantify the magnitude and extent of activation, a conventional two-level analysis was employed. At the first level, individual-subject models were constructed in which a linear regression analysis was performed between the observed event-related EPI signals and onset times of comparison stimuli and responding (Friston, Worsley, & Frackowiak, 1995) . This produced a beta weight (regression coefficient) for each voxel. Beta weights were based on aggregated fMRI signal changes and approximate percent change in fMRI signal relative to a global fixed constant, which is an average value of all time points in a session. Using beta weights from the model, individual subject beta differences were calculated at each voxel for each contrast (e.g., for contrast (a) above: Beta Difference 5 Trained Beta -MATCH Beta). At the second level, voxel beta differences within each contrast (a-g) were grouped across subjects and a group mean beta difference calculated. Multiple one-sample t-tests were then employed to identify those voxels with mean differences significantly greater then zero (for an expanded discussion on analyses of fMRI data see Schlund & Cataldo, 2005 ; see also Demonet, Thierry, & Cardebat, 2005) . Voxels considered to show activation were those exceeding the thresholds p , .005, uncorrected for multiple comparisons, and an extent threshold (k) of 15 contiguous voxels (Holmes & Friston, 1998) . This analysis excluded all nonsignificant voxels and voxel clusters containing less than 15 contiguous voxels, effectively yielding an uncorrected cluster level threshold of p , .06. To further isolate event-related activity correlated with discriminations of trained and SE relations in frontal and parietal regions, a second set of more stringent one-sample t tests were conducted using statistical thresholds of p , .0005 (uncorrected) and an extent (k) of 15 contiguous voxels, which yields uncorrected cluster level threshold of p , .003. To interrogate subcortical regions interconnected to prefrontal regions, statistical thresholds of p , .005 (uncorrected) and an extent (k) of 40 contiguous voxels, which yields uncorrected cluster level threshold of p , .004, were employed.
Based on results of previous investigations, our a priori regions of interest were the inferior frontal gyrus and inferior parietal lobule complex, as well as subcortical regions including the thalamus, lentiform nucleus (globus pallidus and putamen), and caudate. Second-level analyses were restricted to regions of interest using anatomically defined masks created by the Wake Forest University PickAtlas (Maldjian, Laurienti, Burdette, & Kraft, 2003) . This software employs SPM2's small volume correct feature to adjust results in accordance with the size of the region interrogated, thereby reducing the number of multiple comparisons performed. Finally, the locations of voxels with significant activation were summarized by their local maxima separated by at least 8 mm, and by converting the maxima coordinates from MNI to Talairach coordinate space using the formulas provided by Brett (2002) . Finally, these coordinates were assigned neuroanatomic labels using the Talairach Daemon (Fox & Uecker, 2005) and human brain atlases.
RESULTS
Behavioral. Tabled data in The Appendix provides detailed information on training sequences and percentages of correct responses for each subject. All trained relations (A1RB1, B1RC1, A2RB2, B2RC2) were established successfully for each subject prior to imaging. Behavioral results from SE testing during imaging appear in Table 1 and show 10/12 subjects consistently responded above 75% correct for each trial type. Subjects 1 and 4 failed equivalence testing and as a consequence, their data were excluded from group imaging analyses.
Cortical regions. Figure 2 highlights similar activation patterns in frontal and parietal regions for trained and derived relations. Table 2 summarizes the location of voxels with peak activation for each contrast performed along with voxel probabilities, Z scores, and voxel cluster sizes and probabilities. Threedimensional renderings of areas with activation are shown for the trained relations . match relation contrast (row 1) and for the combined derived relations . match relation contrast (row 2). Conditional responding to trained and derived relations (pooled) produced bilateral activation in ventrolateral and dorsolateral frontal regions and the inferior parietal lobule. Similar activation patterns were observed for the transitivity relations . match relation contrast (row 4) and for the equivalence relations . match relation contrast (row 5). For the symmetry relations . match relation contrast (row 3), activation was similar to all other relations, but absent in the right ventrolateral frontal and left inferior parietal regions.
To examine activation for individual subjects, Figure 3 plots beta differences for voxels showing peak activation in left and right frontal and parietal regions displayed in Figure 2 . Differences were calculated by subtracting the beta weight (i.e., regression coefficient) for the match relation from the beta weight for each relation individually for each subject. The data displayed are meant to illustrate the consistency of activation across subjects and that group activation patterns displayed in Figure 2 were not averaging artifacts.
Reduced threshold analysis. Event-related activity correlated with conditional responding to trained and derived relations was isolated further using a more stringent probability threshold (p , .0005; with an identical extent threshold of 15 contiguous voxels). Figure 4 shows three-dimensional renderings of areas of activation for the trained relations . match relation contrast, combined derived relations . match relation contrast, symmetry relations . match relation contrast, transitivity relations . match relation contrast and for equivalence relations . match relation contrast. Table 3 provides locations of voxels with peak activation for each contrast performed, along with voxel probabilities, Z scores, and voxel cluster sizes and probabilities. A common finding across relations was activation in nearly the same left dorsolateral prefrontal region. In the left cerebrum, however, trained relations also were correlated with ventrolateral frontal and inferior parietal activation. In contrast, considerably more activation was observed in the right cerebrum where the inferior parietal lobule showed activation to trained, derived, transitive, and equivalence relations. The dorsolateral frontal region showed activation to trained, derived, symmetry, and transitive relations. And finally, the ventrolateral frontal region showed activation to trained, derived, and transitive (but not symmetry or equivalence) relations. Such results suggest that potential dissociations exist among derived relations.
To explore differences in the extent and magnitude of activation between trained and derived relations, two contrasts were performed using the opposing relation as a comparator condition. Figure 5 presents statistical parametric maps showing activation in inferior frontal regions for the trained relative to derived relations (p , .005, uncorrected, with an extent threshold of 15 contiguous voxels). Bilateral activation appeared in ventrolateral (peak activation highlighted) and dorsolateral prefrontal areas with the extent of activation marginally greater in the right cerebrum. Extraction of individual subject beta differences in voxels with peak activation suggests group results were not averaging artifacts. Collectively, the results suggest that conditional responding to trained and derived relations activate similar regions, with the magnitude of activation being greater for trained relations in frontal regions, and the results from the reduced threshold analysis suggest that derived relations are correlated with dissociable cortical activation patterns.
Subcortical regions. Statistical parametric maps are presented in Figure 6 for trained, pooled derived, and each derived relation from analyses of the thalamus and lentiform nucleus (putamen and globus pallidus). Table 4 provides locations of voxels with peak activation for each contrast performed, along with voxel probabilities, Z scores, and voxel cluster sizes and probabilities. Conditional responding to trained relations was correlated Fig. 2 . Activation in frontal and parietal regions of interest exceeding the thresholds p , .005 (uncorrected) and voxel clusters containing more than 15 contiguous voxels. Three-dimensional renderings of areas with activation appear (from top to bottom, respectively) for the trained relations . match relation contrast, combined derived relations . match relation contrast, symmetry relations . match relation contrast, transitivity relations . match relation contrast, and for equivalence relations . match relation contrast.
with bilateral activation in the globus pallidus (left medial and right lateral regions) and thalamus, with activation primarily in left ventral lateral and medial dorsal nuclei and right medial dorsal, ventral anterior and ventral lateral nuclei. Mostly similar activation patterns were observed in the globus pallidus and thalamus for derived relations, with the addition of activation in the right putamen. However, activation in thalamic nuclei was focused in the left lateral posterior and ventral lateral nuclei, and right ventral lateral, anterior, and medial dorsal nuclei. When each derived relation was analyzed separately, a different set of activation patterns emerged. Conditional responding to symmetry relations was correlated with activation in the right ventral anterior nucleus and pulvinar. In contrast, activation to transitive relations was localized in the left lateral posterior nucleus, whereas activation to equivalence relations was localized in the ventral lateral nucleus. Direct comparisons between trained and derived relations only revealed activation in the right thalamus (ventral lateral and medial dorsal nuclei) and putamen and left ventral lateral nucleus for trained relations. Similarly, the statistical parametric maps presented in Figure 7 highlight bilateral activation in the caudate head during conditional responding to trained relations relative to the MATCH relation. Similar contrasts performed for derived relations (pooled) and each derived relation did not reveal activation in the caudate. Moreover, contrasts between trained and derived relations revealed greater bilateral caudate activation to trained relations. Collectively, these subcortical analyses suggest that conditional responding to trained and derived relations activate relatively similar subcortical regions, with the exception that trained relations evidence greater caudate and thalamic activation, and along with additional findings suggest that derived relations are correlated with dissociable subcortical activation patterns.
Analyses of excluded subjects. Two subjects' data were excluded from the primary analyses (Subjects 1 and 4) because the percentage of observed in ventral lateral frontal and parietal regions and the left dorsal lateral frontal region. The extent of activation also appears somewhat greater relative to Subject 1. Although suggestive of a trend consistent with our prediction, these findings must be viewed cautiously because individual analyses are not comparable to group analyses (e.g., a small Fig. 4 . Activation in frontal and parietal regions of interest exceeding the thresholds p , .0005 (uncorrected) and voxel clusters containing more than 15 contiguous voxels. Three-dimensional renderings of areas with activation appear (from top to bottom, respectively) for the trained relations . match relation contrast, combined derived relations . match relation contrast, symmetry relations . match relation contrast, transitivity relations . match relation contrast, and for equivalence relations . match relation contrast. number of correct trials was used, variability is based across scans, and lenient thresholds were employed).
DISCUSSION
In this investigation, correct responding on MTS trials containing trained and derived relations was correlated with bilateral activation in the inferior parietal lobule and dorsolateral and ventrolateral inferior frontal regions, as well as in portions of the thalamus and globus pallidus. Such similarities may not be surprising given the cascade of similar behavioral responses involved during matching-to-sample, which includes attending and remembering the sample stimulus, identifying a correct comparison based upon past contingencies, and emitting a spatially oriented response (Dickins, 2005) . Collectively, the extent of common activation observed for both trained and derived relations suggests that the targeted frontal-subcortical and frontal-parietal regions support conditional responding to trained relations established through reinforcement and the derived relations that arise from reinforced conditional relations. Finally, we found that group results obtained with conventional neuroimaging approaches, with subjects treated as a random factor, appear to reasonably reflect individual subject results.
The inferior parietal activation observed is consistent with results reported in numerous human imaging studies that involve the remembering of previously observed stimuli and stimulus relations, and that manipulate new information during transitive inference (e.g., Acuna et al., 2002; Habeck et al, 2005; Lepage et al., 2003; Prince, Daselaar, & Cabeza, 2005; Shannon & Buckner, 2004) . Similarly, activation in dorsolateral frontal regions is consis- tent with decision-making functions of this region highlighted in studies on declarative memory, SE, temporally extended choice behavior, and transitive inference (Acuna et al.; Barnes-Holmes et al., 2005; Dickins et al., 2001; Shallice, 2002; Yarkoni, Braver, Gray, & Green, 2005) . The consistent left dorsolateral activation observed across relations also may reflect successful recognition of visual relations (Prince et al., 2005) , whereas ventrolateral prefrontal activation may suggest working memory involvement during the period extending from sample presentation until choice. However, although ventral lesions impair rec- Fig. 6 . Activation in the thalamus (TH), globus pallidus (GP1 5 Lateral Globus Pallidus; GP2 5 Medial Globus Pallidus) and putamen (PU) exceeding the thresholds p , .005 and voxel clusters containing more than 15 contiguous voxels. Statistical parametric maps show activation for the trained relations . match relation contrast, combined derived relations . match relation contrast, symmetry relations . match relation contrast, transitivity relations . match relation contrast, and equivalence relations . match relation contrast. Trained 5 Relations (ARB, BRC); Derived 5 Unreinforced relations (Sym+Trans+Equiv); Sym. 5 Symmetry (BRC, CRB); Trans. 5 Transitivity (ARC); Equiv. 5 Equivalence (CRA). ognition following long delays, extended training facilitates relearning of conditional relations suggesting that ventrolateral prefrontal cortex activation is not essential for working memory (Rushworth, Nixon, Eacott, & Passingham, 1997) . Instead, ventral prefrontal cortex activity may simply reflect incoming sensory information, suggesting that this region responds regardless of whether a conditional relation is present, and the magnitude of the response may increase with an increase in sensory load. Significant differences in activation in prefrontal regions and the caudate for trained relations relative to derived relations may reflect the effects of prolonged training which serves to solidify the integration of stimulus, response, and outcome relations. Alternatively, activation may reflect upcoming performance feedback much like reward-predicting cues that increase neural activity in various medial and ventral frontal regions and the caudate (e.g., Knutson, Fong, Bennett, Adams, & Hommer, 2003; Tremblay & Schultz, 2000) .
One notable discrepancy between the present investigation and Dickins et al. (2001) was our failure to replicate a left lateralized effect. We observed predominantly right cerebral activation for trained and derived relations, as well as individually for transitive and equivalence relations, at reduced thresholds suggesting that conditional responding within the MTS context is mediated more by nonverbal than verbal processes (Walter et al., 2003) . Specifically, right dorsolateral frontal and inferior parietal activation may reflect visuospatial demands imposed by the stimulus arrangement on MTS trials and the spatial response requirement (Colvin, Handy, & Gazzaniga, 2003; Vallar, Bottini, & Paulesu, 2003) . However, our use of MATCH trials presumably would have recruited the same visuospatial and visuomotor processes as trained and derived trials, consequently 'subtracting' these elements from our final results. An equally plausible, related account of the right lateralized outcome stems from the serial ordering of stimuli within classes established through sequential A, B, and C training. Consequently, discrimination of correct classconsistent comparisons within the trained array may recruit spatial memory processes originating in right inferior frontal and parietal regions (Smith, Jonides, & Koeppe, 1996) or behavior related to relational framing, with A viewed as being 'before' B and C, and C as being 'after' A and B. One rather simple approach for assessing the contributions of visuospatial and visuomotor demands in SE research would be to employ auditory or tactile stimuli. Employing different training procedures that vary the order in which stimulus relations are established within classes (e.g., one-to-many or many-to-one approaches; Saunders & Green, 1999 ) is yet another strategy available to examine the effects of training history on subsequent activation. There are a number of other differences between our findings and those reported by Dickens et al. (2001) . These authors reported activation in the inferior parietal region that appears in more posterior regions than ours (perhaps in BA 7, 19, and 39; also see Dickins, 2005) , which may reflect increased saccadic eye movements produced by having to consecutively view multiple comparison stimuli (Bisley & Goldberg, 2003) . Dickins et al. also reported activation in the left caudate for trained and derived relations and in the right thalamus for trained and equivalence relations, whereas we found bilateral caudate activation for trained relations, bilateral thalamic activation for trained and pooled derived relations, and different unilateral thalamic activation across derived relations. Presumably, some of these discrepancies are methodologically based (trained relations not initially reinforced, block presentations of MTS trials during imaging) whereas others may reflect different imaging analyses (block versus our event-related approach). Not only will investigations be needed to isolate these differences, but the functional contributions of other regions known to contribute to conditional learning will need exploration, such as the roles of the cerebellum, hippocampal system, inferior and superior temporal cortex, and premotor areas (Passingham et al., 2000; Takeda, Naya, Fujimichi, Takeuchi, & Miyashita, 2005) .
After neuroimaging many of our subjects offered unsolicited descriptions of the strategy they used to remember stimulus relations. Although such strategies may have been prompted by our instructions to learn relations among stimuli, this seems unlikely given that Dickins et al. (2001) reported similar findings using different instructions. Nevertheless, one reported strategy involved visualizing a linear sequence of stimuli within classes (e.g., A1RB1RC1). Another involved explicit naming (e.g., CAT, FROG, CAR). For some subjects, names of stimuli were semantically related-with stimuli in both classes given animal names. For others, names between stimulus classes were semantically differentwith one class denoted by animal names and the other class denoted by object names. One subject combined naming with a storyline [''the CAT (A1) met the FROG (B1) to go driving in the CAR (C1)'']. Although we did not systematically collect data on such strategies and we recognize the complexities and shortcomings associated with quantifying post hoc verbal reports, nonetheless, strategies are difficult behaviors to ignore, particularly in neuroimaging research where different strategies will recruit anatomically different regions. We did find it especially revealing that most reports appeared to parallel the order of stimuli within classes (A1RB1, B1RC1). Whether serial ordering accounts for the present results is unclear, but it does suggest functional relationships exist among training order, strategies, and the unique activation patterns observed for derived relations.
A comment seems warranted on neuroimaging and cognitive subtraction. First, it seems important to recognize that our results were obtained relative to one type of sensorimotor control task. Our rationale for employing matching two identical circles as a comparator condition was to reduce the likelihood of activation appearing in the end results due to motor processes (eye and hand movements), motor-spatial mapping, visual-spatial mapping, and attentional shifts. It may seem obvious, but the t tests utilized to identify activation in our experimental conditions relative to the sensory-control condition were just one tool for identifying significant differences in parameter estimates (i.e., BOLD signal)-and, as shown here and elsewhere, a welcome approach for identifying individual subject effects (Schlund & Cataldo, 2005) . Performing voxel-wise contrasts with t-tests (or any inferential test) and using BOLD measures does not, however, reflect a commitment to cognitive subtraction. We recognize that performing contrasts can never be theoretically neutral; after all, subtraction is not performed by tools but rather it is a theoretical approach performed by investigators. Often, it seems to us, the tools and the logic of subtraction are criticized in the same breath-effectively tossing out the baby with the bathwater. Failure to distinguish between tools and subtraction overshadows serious efforts to effectively discover how neuroimaging can be used effectively at the intersection of the experimental analysis of behavior and neuroscience. Minimizing assumptions about underlying processing mechanisms and focusing on behavior seems a good start. In addition, we propose exploring other experimental designs and contrast arrangements, particularly ones that facilitate experimental control over regional activation. One approach involves imaging before and after baseline training and using pretraining imaging data as the sensorimotor control condition to assess trainingrelated changes in activation. Embedding multiple control conditions in designs to isolate regions responding to stimulus novelty or number of comparisons are other approaches for systematically revealing regional sensitivity. Because SE is a product of learning history and MTS performance involves a number of different, sequentially ordered behaviors, it is our belief that a comprehensive account of the neurobiology of SE, and derived knowledge more generally, will emerge through innovative neuroimaging designs. 1  1  25  100  33  83  75  ---2  25  100  100  100  100  ---3  25  100  ---100  50  87  4  25  100  ---83  100  75  5  25  100  ---100  100  100  6  25  100  --80  --90  7  25 3  25  100  100  100  100  ---4  25  100  ---83  100  100  5  25  100  ---100  100  100  6  25  100  --100  --100  7  25  100  --100  --100   4  1  25  100  16  100  50  ---2  25  100  16  100  63  ---3  25  100  33  100  87  ---4  25  100  ---100  100  100  5  25  100  --50  --50  6  25  100  --60  --70  7  25  100  --100  --80  8  25  100  --80  --100  9  25  100  --70  --100  10  25  100  --100  --100   5  1  25  100  100  100  100  ---2  25  100  100  100  100  ---3  25  100  ---100  100  100  4  25  100  ---100  100  100  5  25  100  --100  --100   6  1  25  100  83  100  100  ---2  25  100  100  100  100  ---3  25  100  ---83  100  100  4  25  100  ---100  100  100  5  25  100  --100  --100  6  25  100  --100  --100   7  1  25  100  83  100  100  ---2  25  100  100  100  100  ---3  25  100  ---83  100  100  4  25  100  ---100  100  100  5  25  100  --100  --100  6  25  100  --100  --100 Subject   Session  Trials  Match   Blocks of Trained Relations   A1B1  A2B2  Mixed AB  B1C1  B2C2  Mixed BC   8  1  25  100  0  67  88  ---2  25  100  100  100  100  ---3  25  100  ---67  100  100  4  25  100  ---100  100  100  5  25  100  --80  --100  6  25  100  --90  --90  7  25 -100  6  25  100  --100  --100   11  1  25  100  100  100  100  ---2  25  100  100  100  100  ---3  25  100  ---83  100  100  4  25  100  ---100  100  100  5  25  100  --100  --100  6  25  100  --100  --100   12  1  25  100  66  83  87  --2  25  100  100  100  87  ---3  25  100  100  100  100  ---4  25  100  ---100  100  100  5  25  100  ---100  100  100  6  25  100  --100  --100 APPENDIX (Continued ) 
